Abstract-In this paper, we investigate distributed control of multiple secondary users attempting to access the channel of a high priority primary user. Our aim is to maximize the sum cognitive (secondary) user throughput under the constraint of primary user's queue stability. We consider the effect of primary user link adaptation that allows the primary transmitter (PTx) to adapt its transmission rate in response to the secondary interference-level at the primary receiver (PRx). To control the sum secondary interference to PRx beyond the traditional collision-avoidance paradigm, we propose a novel power-control algorithm for secondary nodes to function. To develop such a distributed algorithm and to improve secondary user adaptability, we allow secondary nodes to monitor primary's radio link control information on the feedback channel. We present practical schemes that approximate the optimum solution without relying on global channel information at each secondary node.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE rising popularity of multi-functional mobile wireless devices has been fueling the rapid expansion of wireless services and applications. This reality, coupled with the increasing scarcity of available spectrum, has intensified the urgency to devise new and more flexible spectrum-access strategies to improve the current spectrum utilization. The concept of cognitive radio (CR) offers one such potential spectrum access technology. Through prioritization, CR allows a set of secondary users to opportunistically access a portion of spectrum already allocated to some higher priority primary users, provided that disruption to primary user (PU) services is kept to a minimum.
Earlier works on CRs have also considered interferencepower or interference-temperature constraints, e.g, in [1] - [4] . Traditionally, PU service protection by CR has been modeled as a collision avoidance issue. For this reason, opportunistic spectrum access (OSA) has thus far primarily focused on detecting PU on/off activities by secondary CR users before their channel access. This strategy, which we call "Listen-BeforeTalk (LBT)", relies on channel sensing to avoid spectrum overlay of simultaneous cognitive and primary transmissions. Much progress has been made in this area, e.g., [1] [5]- [16] .
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TWC.2012.121112. 111783 We refer readers to [18] that surveys spectrum sensing results for cognitive radios. We note, however, that this simple and naive LBT access strategy suffers from several drawbacks. First, it has to stay very conservative to account for severe channel fading and for aggregated interference from multiple distributed SUs. Second, it does not exploit any spare capacity available in lightly-loaded and interference-tolerant primary systems. Specifically, LBT considers any overlay (simultaneous transmission) to be disruptive to PU without exploiting PU's ability to tolerate nominal interference. In practice, since most primary links utilize effective means of interference-resistance, such as forward-error-correction, ARQ, and beamforming, simultaneous transmissions of primary and secondary users need not be totally excluded when designing cognitive access strategies. Our basic idea in this work is to allow cognitive radios to overlay both in time and in frequency by taking into account the primary user link adaptation and other primary link information.
Our proposed new cognitive overlay moves beyond LBT and requires SUs to assess and control their interference's impact on primary users. We show that one possible way to meet this requirement is by allowing the SUs to monitor certain primary control signals inherently present in most of the deployed wireless systems. Modern wireless systems, in fact, realize a two-way communication model where, for link adaptation, the receivers send back to the transmitters such feedback information as channel quality indicators (CQIs), increase/decrease power-control notifications, and ACK/NAK. These types of feedback messages provide essential information about PU channel quality that SUs may also exploit to distributively assess their aggregate interference to PRx.
Our goal, in this work, is to maximize the SUs aggregate throughput while providing an average rate assurance to the PU. For practical implementation, we devise an SU control algorithm that can approximate the optimum solution of the SU rate maximization problem based on primary channel information feedback. Our analysis develops a sufficient condition for the optimality of full PU and SU overlay. Based on it, we propose a practical "forward equilibrium loading algorithm" (FELA) for STx transmission control that achieves near optimal SU throughput with primary user queue stability in both single SU link and multiple SU link applications. We show that this new SU control algorithm has the natural and desirable ability to achieve PU queue stability.
We have presented works previously that rely on the concept of exploiting primary feedback signals for cognitive interference control. Starting from the first presentation of our 1536-1276/13$31.00 c 2013 IEEE work in [19] , we developed several channel access control and power adaptation algorithms [20] in which SUs are allowed to simultaneously overlay their transmission with the primary ones, provided that they adapt their transmissions to control their interference at PRx. In [22] we proposed a secondary channel access control framework based on ACK/NAK packet eavesdropping from the primary receiver. Advancing from the aforementioned results, the present work progresses towards practical directions and utilizes the primary feedback information as observed signals that allow individual secondary user to distributively adapt its own access in order to assure primary transmitter's queue stability and consequently the mean delay. We develop new algorithms for this new model and present new analysis.
The key novelties of the present work with respect to our previous works are as follows: (1) we propose a distributed power control algorithm for SUs by incorporating a PU rate-assurance (or equivalently, queue stability) as a system constraint; (2) we consider a system whose PTx adapts its transmission rate in response to its perceived sum interference at the PRx; (3) we present means for SUs to distributively estimate PTx's queue length based on overheard ARQ messages from PRx; and (4) we further show that the controlled SU access can yield another desirable outcome of primary queue stability which bears similarity with the joint network-access control algorithm presented in [23] .
Most close to our work are a few recent papers that allow primary and secondary simultaneous overlay and exploits primary user feedback. [17] applied a Markov-decisionprocess framework to maximize SU throughput constrained by limits on primary's performance loss. Although [17] uses a similar constraint, our work differs substantially for the following reasons: (1) in [17] , the authors propose a channel access control algorithm, whereas we propose a power control algorithm; (2) the authors of [17] do not connect the rateassurance constraint to PU queue stability; (3) our analysis hinges on Lyapunov Stability theory whereas [17] applies the theory of Markov decision processes. The authors of [25] studied primary transmission-rate guarantee through primary ACK/NAK eavesdropping by secondary users. The system is modeled as an erasure channel and the erasure probability is influenced by the SU activities. Our work differs from that of [25] in that our system model is different and we apply the theory of Lyapunov stability to devise a decentralized algorithm that allows multiple SU coordinations under the rate constraint. In [26] , the authors propose a scheme that allows the PTx to change probability of transmission according to the secondary activity and/or channel conditions. In comparison, we allow the PTx to change its transmission rate based on its perceived signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) level perceived by the PRx.
Note that our work falls in the general category of network utility maximization [28] . In particular, it is related to the analysis of queue stability of a generic network setup in [23] , which applied stability theory to devise a network-layer algorithm that maximizes the aggregated utility function of the nodes of a wireless network subject to network-layer queue stability. This concept has also been applied to cognitive radio networks in [33] . However, these works still rely on the LBT model and do not exploit PU feedback and overlay. Unlike [23] and [33] our proposed scheme is based on a constrained optimization formulation even though the proof shares similarities with that of [23] . Most importantly, we incorporate the estimated queue length into the constrained optimization problem to approximate unknown Lagrangian multiplier for individual secondary user.
In summary, our work differs from the literature in several aspects. First, we consider a dynamic primary user, whose PTx reacts to PRx interference conditions. Second, we develop a queue stability analysis for PTx and establish its connection to the average PU packet delay performance. Third, we propose a distributed power optimization algorithm for cognitive users that involves a rate-assurance constraint.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents our system model. Section III formulates the constrained optimization problem and presents the "Forward Equilibrium Loading Algorithm" (FELA) that we develop to approximate the optimal solution, starting with a single SU. Section III-B establishes a sufficient condition under which full overlay optimizes the constrained optimization problem. Section IV establishes the near-optimality of FELA in terms of secondary throughput and primary queue stability. Section V generalizes FELA in distributed multiple SU systems and in the practical scenario when primary queue length needs to be estimated. Section VI presents simulation results and Section VII concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a basic system model of cognitive overlay that consists of a primary radio link and multiple secondary radio links. The primary link connects a single PTx and a single PRx, whereas each secondary link connects a STx and a secondary receiver (SRx). As is commonly assumed, the primary link has higher access priority. In this paper, the high priority is formulated as an average data-rate requirement of α 0 , defined as rate assurance. To improve spectrum efficiency in deference to the high priority PU user, our goal for the SU access control is to maximize the SU sum-throughput without lowering the PU average data rate below the required threshold α 0 . From a QoS perspective, the average rate α 0 should match the average data arrival rate at the primary transmitter queue. In fact, α 0 is also the mean transmission-rate that can guarantee a stable primary transmitter queue. The connection between PTx rate and its queue will play an important role in the development of our SU access control algorithms that will be presented later.
Before presenting the remaining details of our system model, we shortly discuss the reasons that led us to consider rate-assurance as our primary protection criterion. Our previous works [20] , [21] on simultaneous overlay presented a power-control algorithm to guarantee that the SU average interference at PRx stays below a threshold. A limit of this approach is that average interference is still an intermediate performance metric and thus does not allow the exploration of the full dynamics of a primary network. To overcome this limitation, here we propose a cognitive power control algorithms that guarantees PTx's average rate. Our rate-assurance can guarantee PU's QoS but does not directly limit STx power, allowing SUs to transmit without impairing PU's average rate. Moreover, since the PU rate can be linked to its queue stability we can utilize Lyapunov stability theory as in [27] to devise a distributed control power algorithm individual SU in the wireless network.
In our model, as a legacy high priority user, we assume that PTx does not actively cooperate with SUs. PTx simply transmits at its maximum power P 0 whenever its queue is not empty and stays idle if its queue is empty. However, PRx does react to the interference caused by SU activities. Specifically, its effective throughput is affected by simultaneous SU transmissions, which are treated as interference. We assume that STxs can adjust their access power to limit PU interference. while PTx does not adjust its power, it reacts by expanding its active channel access window because the PU signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR)and the corresponding effective throughput may be lowered by STx signal.
Since in our model SU transmissions are not necessarily below noise level, we use the term simultaneous spectrum overlay, and, for brevity, overlay, to refer to the scenario where SUs transmit at the same time as PU.
A. Notations
We consider a time-slotted system. We define the following notations:
• 0: the index of the PU pair; • μ i (t): i-th STx instantaneous transmission rate at timeslot t; Note that, in our notations, all the channel gain definitions are normalized over the channel background noise level N 0 without loss of generality.
B. Rate Control
In our cognitive radio overlay, we can only directly control SU actions. These actions indirectly affect PU behavior and status, including its instantaneous rate, average rate, and queue status. The inability for a direct control of PU actions is indeed a critical challenge in the design of cognitive radio access schemes.
To focus on the interactions between PU and SUs, we make the assumption that STxs are sufficiently far apart such that their low powers cause negligible mutual interference among secondary users. This is a valid assumption since, if the SUs were very close to cause mutual interference, they should follow classic multiple access protocols for ad-hoc networks such as TDMA or CSMA. In the case of TDMA, each STx would be assigned an access slot by a network controller. In the case of CSMA, each STx must be aware of other STx signal signature in order to employ CSMA for SU collision avoidance.
Based on these assumptions, we have the following expressions for the PU and SU transmission rates, depending on the primary queue length Q(t).
When Q(t) > 0, we have
When Q(t) = 0, we have
In this work, we further assume that • g 0 P 0 are known to the STx (from PRx report). Specifically, the PRx reports a received-signal-strength information to the PTx in packets such as RSSI reports. We assume all the STxs, before accessing PU channel, listen to such information to derive the value of g 0 P 0 . • g 0i and g i can be estimated by SRx through training and sensing (of PTx transmissions). These estimates are sent to the STx.
• g i0 can be estimated by the STx from the PRx feedback signal based on reciprocity.
C. Discussions
We are aware that metrics other than queue stability may be of interest. An alternative could be to limit the average delay of PTx's packets. Considering PTx's average queue stability instead of packet delay is beneficial for several reasons.
(1) It makes it possible to apply a successful analytical approach of Lyapunov stability theory as in [23] , [33] . By applying the concept of back-pressure to regulate the channel access of cognitive node, longer PU queuelengths cause STx to cease transmissions for PU to shorten its queue. (2) From Little's theorem, there is a linear relationship between average queue-lengths and average time a packet spends in queue. Thus, bounding the average PU queuelength can bound the average packet delay. (3) By exploiting the properties of the Lagrangian multipliers and the characteristics of our system, we show that individual SU can exercise control over PU average queue length. By introducing design parameter V , we modify the degree of aggressiveness of SU access to the PU channel, thereby changing the average PU queue length. We may also generalize our model to include the coexistence of multiple primary users. This problem would require the SUs to estimate the length of multiple primary queues. To meet this need, SUs would have to listen to feedback messages from multiple PRxs and maintain a vector storing the estimates of the lengths of the primary queues. In order to access one of the possible PU channels, we may divide our task into two steps: (1) channel selection; (2) power control that utilizes the algorithms developed here.
To realize first step of channel selection the SUs would have to rank the PU channels in orders of accessibility. There exist several works on channel selection for cognitive radios following the indexing approach of Whittle [29] . In particular, the authors of [30] , [31] exploited the Whittle index-ability within a Markov-decision-process framework to propose a channel selection algorithm that only requires little prior knowledge about the primary system characteristics to be realized. Thus, we can leverage such approaches for channel ranking.
III. CONSTRAINED SU THROUGHPUT OPTIMIZATION
Given the high priority PU rate demand, one natural objective for SU access can be posed as
subject to lim sup
Assuming a centralized controller that has access to all required system and channel information, our maximum sum throughput design can be achieved through numerical calculation. However, this centralized optimization requires high complexity and has a couple of practical weaknesses. First, the constrained optimization problem is not convex. Second, finding the optimal transmission policy will require full knowledge of all channels and signal powers. Therefore, the focus of this paper is to obtain a practical and distributed solution to this proposed problem. We begin with the single STx scenario.
A. Single STx Overlay
In the case of a single STx, the overlay control is a simpler one-variable optimization problem
subject to E [μ 0 (t)] = α 0 .
The constraint expressed in Eq. (7) is equivalent to the queue stability constraint showed previously; it solely requires the STx to observe the PU channel long enough to accurately estimate the PTx arrival rate α 0 from its transmission rate. A natural step in finding the optimum SU access control is to consider:
Here, the STx adjusts the transmission power such that (8) is maximized while λ is chosen such that
Similar to the original problem, the optimum algorithm (8) is still numerically cumbersome and requires global channel information for numerical solutions. To address this problem, we observe that the requirement on λ is in fact consistent with the requirement of primary user queue stability. As in [23] , we can connect the Lagrangian variable λ, to PTx's queue length. Intuitively, if the STx can estimate the approximate PU queue backlog Q(t), then we could approximate and replace λ by
where, as in [23] , V is a design parameter that determines STXs' aggressiveness. For this reason, V also controls the degrees to which the utility maximization is emphasized, forcing STxs to transmit more or less frequently. By virtue of this design parameter, we can control, to some extent, the average length of PTx queue. The approximation of the Lagrangian multiplier λ proposed here, relies on the following heuristics:
• There is a link between the optimum value of the Lagrangian multiplier and the length of the PTx's queue. Higher values of Q(t) should give priority to PTx and should be associated to higher values of λ in (8) . On the other hand, shorter PU queue should allow the STxs to be more aggressive and therefore should be associated to lower values of λ.
• There is a clear connection between PTx's queue length and its priority over SU access. In the optimization of (8), primary communications' priority is stressed through the Lagrangian multiplier λ. Since STxs can estimate Q by overhearing PRx feedback, our goal is to approximate λ by means of PTx queue length Q.
• We prefer a simple approximation of λ. In [23] , the authors suggest and successfully test a linear approximation of the Lagrangian multipliers associated to their particular problem formulation. We apply a similar approach by approximating λ through the ratio Q/V . Our introduction of the control variable V allows the STxs to affect the PU queue length.
The intuition of using V −1 Q(t) as the Lagrange variable λ(t) is as follows: when Q is large, λ(t) is large, μ 0 is weighted more, which provides incentive to decrease Q, thereby stabilizing the PU queue. The impact of the design variable V is two-fold: the larger the value of V , the longer the backlog Q(t) on average, and thus the higher the PU packet delay. On the other hand, when V and Q(t) are large, queue variations due to random PU arrival and channel variations would have a smaller impact on V −1 Q(t). Note that, although the general goal of queue stability can be addressed using Lyapunov stability theory as in [23] , our approach in this work differs in that we use the PU queue backlog to approximate the original Lagrange variable. In particular, the rate-constraint derives from the needs of a high priority user (PU).
Replacing λ by V −1 Q(t), the optimization of (8) still requires statistical average prior to maximization. For practical and simpler implementations, we propose an instantaneous approximation of the original optimization problem (8) by removing the expectation and the limit. Hence, we propose a STx control algorithm that, at each time-slot t, sets the STx to a power-level that maximizes:
This algorithm, named the forward equilibrium loading algorithm (FELA), is designed to optimize the SU rate by loading the channel while letting the PU operate at its equilibrium with a stable queue. FELA requires that the STx estimates the current channel condition information, and PU queue Q(t), as discussed in V-C.
B. Optimality for SU Overlay
Before detailing the cognitive algorithm proposed in this work, we identify a sufficient condition needed for overlaying transmission to dominate LBT. We focus on single SU overlay optimization, presenting, first, a sufficient condition on overlay for constant channel conditions. We then proceed considering time-varying channels. We denote p 1 = p for notation simplification.
In the case of a static channel condition, optimal SU transmission problem can be simplified into:
subject to μ 0 = α 0 , in Eq. (10), we only consider the case when the PU rate equals α 0 . When the constraint is μ 0 > α 0 , the only nontrivial solution of 10 are found for regions where SU-to-PU interference is low and STx can afford transmitting at its maximum power for 100% of the time. We have:
where β is the fraction of time that PU is actively transmitting. We have the following lemma: Lemma 1: In the high SINR region, a sufficient condition for full overlay to be optimum in SU access is
wherep is the SU power at full overlay. The proof of this Lemma is on Appendix C. Intuitively, Lemma 1 states that: when the ratio between the channel gains associated to the SU-to-SU communications (g 1 ) and the SU-to-PU interference (g 10 ) is high enough, simultaneous overlay is optimum 100% of the time.
IV. PU QUEUE STABILITY AND SU THROUGHPUT
In this section, we prove two important properties of FELA; i.e, PU queue stability and SU throughput optimality, assuming the condition in Lemma 1 holds.
We assume that primary packets arrive at the end of a time slot and the following PU queue update equation:
We assume the arrival process to be stationary and ergodic, and α 0 T s = E(A 0 (t)). We define PU queue as stable if:
We can prove the following characteristic of FELA. Theorem 1: Given > 0, and V > 0, FELA achieves the following stability and capacity result: 1) PU queue stability:
2) Near-optimal SU throughput:
where:
2 ,
Proof: See Appendix A.
V. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATIONS
The previous section described the FELA algorithm to lay the theoretical foundation for its application in more practical scenarios, including multiple SUs, PTx queue-backlog estimation, and high interference.
A. Centralized Multiuser Implementation of FELA
In case of multiple secondary users, we can extend the single secondary transmitter case by using Lagrangian multipliers to develop the following algorithm:
We prove the following characteristics of centralized FELA (18): Theorem 2: Given > 0, and V > 0, centralized FELA achieves the following stability and capacity result: 1) PU queue stability:
2) Near-optimal SU throughput ∀ i ∈ N) s :
th SU throughput achievable under PU constraint α 0 + .
Proof:
The proof can be found on Appendix B.
B. Distributed Multiuser Implementation of FELA
The algorithm outlined in the previous section requires a central controller and information on all SUs to set optimum power levels for all STx's. To develop a practical distributed implementation, we allow each SU to follow a sub-optimal algorithm: max pi(t),i∈Ns
where we estimate the primary rate under SU interference by assuming that each of the N SUs generates approximately the same level of interference N p i g i0 , i.e.,
We stipulate that each STx is only aware of the total number of SUs in the network. For this reason, every cognitive transmitter assumes that all other SUs contribute to the same amount of interference to the PRx. This is a practical approximation because it induces the SUs to adopt a conservative approach. On one hand, STxs that are closer to PRx would possibly overestimate the total interference at PRx, consequently transmitting at power levels that do not violate the rate-assurance constraint. On the other hand, STxs that are far-away from PRx may under-estimate the total interference at the PRx by increasing their transmission power. Thus, each STx considers the interference at the primary receiver to be N times the interference caused by a single transmitter. This requires only knowing the number of SUs that are present in the network. Such information could be made available in a system with very limited overhead or be approximated.
C. FELA with Estimated Queue
FELA requires the knowledge of the primary queue length Q(t) at the STx. In [23] , queue length information is shared among the nodes, but in a cognitive radio context it cannot be precisely known from non-cooperative PUs. Therefore, we need to estimate the primary queue length. We propose the following heuristic estimation algorithm. If PU is busy, an SU estimates its queue length as:
In (23), SUs assume a constant arrival rate of (α 0 + ω) at the primary transmitter, where ω is an over-estimated slack variable to maintain stability. The primary queue length is shortened by μ 0 (t), the number of successfully transmitted packets, which SUs can learn by listening to PU link layer ACK. When PU is idle, we have a perfect alignment such thatQ(t) = Q(t) = 0, which practically bounds the error of the estimated queue. Given the queue estimate, the secondary access control algorithm can be modified into max pi(t),i∈Ns
D. Modified FELA under High Interference
One of the critical assumptions in the development of our algorithm and the analysis of FELA is that the mutual interference between the SUs and the PU is low. Such an assumption holds when the distance between the STx and the PRx is large. When this assumption is not satisfied, simultaneous overlay of SU and PU is no longer optimum.
Intuitively, at higher SU interference, LBT is an efficient and effective strategy. To generalize the application of FELA to cases involving higher interference, we modify FELA by incorporating an LBT element. In other words, we choose the larger of the two rates offered by FELA and LBT. Given the problem setup, at the PU rate of α 0 , an LBT can achieve a peak SU rate of
Our modified FELA (MFELA) will simply compare μ
E. General Link Adaptation Feedback Information
We note that aside from the ARQ feedback from the receiver, primary queue estimation may still be possible provided that other link control information can be overheard by the SUs. For example, if SUs overhear PTx's transmission rate and the CQI reports from PRx, they could infer the outage probability for each packet and estimate PTx's queue length. Similarly, by monitoring PTx's on-off activity, the SU may learn when the PU queue is empty and the average packet arrival rate (or expected queue length).
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Simulation Setup and Performance Metrics
We now present simulation results of the proposed access schemes. In particular, we focus on the FELA and MFELA in a single-PU and two-SU environment. To set up the simulation environment, a single PU link is placed in the middle with one secondary link on either side of the PU node. We vary the distance between the STx and the PRx in an effort to assess the impact of the mutual interference on the cognitive access.
In all the simulation tests to be discussed, we set the following parameter values as shown in Table I . Note that we always set d i0 = d 0i , and g i0 = g i0 ∀i ∈ N s . This means that the distance and the corresponding channel gain between the i th STx and the PRx is the same as the distance and channel gain between the PTx and the i th SRx. Our performance metrics are the average primary queue length and the average secondary user rate (throughput). We note that the distance Different settings of the parameter V can tune the aggressiveness of the secondary user. A larger V , in fact, yields a longer primary queue Q(t) and a more aggressive secondary transmission. Therefore the parameter V can also be seen as a way of controlling the primary user average delay. In our simulations, we vary the distance d i0 = d 0i and the design parameter V to illustrate their effect on the performance metrics; i.e., secondary user rate μ i (t) and the primary user queue Q(t). In obtaining simulation results, we average over 100 different random realizations, each of which consists of 10000 time-slots. Figure 1 shows our results from a static channel setting, where path loss solely depends on the distance. In this simulation we assume perfect knowledge on primary queue and channel gains at the STx. We vary the distance d 10 between the PRx and STx. Clearly, as the interference drops with increasing d 10 , the overlay performance improves both in terms of primary queue length and SU rate. As anticipated, both FELA and MFELA provided the same results when d 10 is large (i.e., the low SINR region). For shorter distances, the mutual interference between SU and PU becomes significant. As a result, MFELA, by incorporating LBT, now outperforms FELA which is only approximately optimum at low interference. The results also illustrate that larger design parameter V leads to more aggressive STx transmissions and therefore longer queue Q(t) in exchange for somewhat higher SU rate. For comparison, we also numerically calculate the optimal throughput given PU rate assurance α 0 . We can see that MFELA achieves near-optimum performance at all distances while FELA achieves the same for medium to large distances. Note that the traditional LBT gives a constant rate of under 1Mbit/s in all cases. The LBT throughput is significantly lower than the proposed scheme from medium to large distances.
B. Single STx Results
In Figure 2 , we change static channels into independent Ricean fading channels. We normalize the random fading component power to be −10dB below the mean channel component. Moreover, instead of using the known queue knowledge, we utilize the estimated primary queue in both FELA and MFELA for secondary power control. The estimated queue length according to Section V-C leads to good performance both in terms of queue stability and SU throughput. In general, we can see a similar performance tradeoff as shown in the perfect queue knowledge case. We can obtain similar results when the channel fading is more severe where the random perturbation is −2dB below its mean power. The results are omitted for brevity.
C. Multiuser Tests
In this section, we provide test results that involve two distributed and independently operating SUs. The difference between the two SUs is that SU 2 is closer to PRx than SU 1 . More specifically, we let d 20 = 2d 10 /3. This means that SU 2 would have stronger impact on the primary link and should be less aggressive. SU 1 is further away from PRx. Therefore, SU 1 should, in all fairness, receive more benefit in terms of rate by overlaying. We let both SUs estimate the primary queue length Q(t) in exactly the same way. Figure 3 shows a comparison between distributed FELA and MFELA and the centralized version of MFELA (centM-FELA). The results are depicted for the case of Ricean fading channel, when the random component power versus the mean power ratio is −10dB. We provide the PTx queue length and the SU rates for both secondary users. From Figure  3 , it is clear that distributed MFELA achieves throughput performance close to centralized MFELA. Moreover, we can see that both FELA and MFELA provide similar results at the low interference (large d 10 ) region. As expected, SU 2 receives lower rate than SU 1 as it is closer to PTx and causes stronger interference. As discussed earlier, the results also illustrate that larger design parameter V leads to more aggressive STx, resulting in a longer queue Q(t) in exchange for slightly higher SU rate. Furthermore, Figure 3 shows that, when the distance between the STxs and the PRx is large enough to favor MFELA towards LBT, SU 2 throughput exhibits a small decline. This is due to the fact that, for such a distance, at a given transmission power, SU 1 causes less interference to the PRx than SU 2 and transmits aggressively, partially eroding SU 2 chances to exploit spectrum opportunities.
For more complete results, we show in Figure 4 the results of MFELA in case of N = 4 SUs. The results are depicted in case of Ricean fading channel, when the random component power versus the mean power ratio is −10dB. The results show that in this case, the farthest STx from PRx for d 10 = 1000m erodes the opportunities of the other STxs. This is because, at such a distance, SU 1 is more aggressive and may transmit at its peak power, forcing other SUs to decrease their transmission power.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we present a novel access strategy for cognitive radio overlay on top of a primary network that is given a primary rate assurance. Our framework allows STx to maximize its throughput while satisfying PU minimum rate constraint. Starting from a Lagrangian formulation of the secondary sumrate maximization problem, we identify a natural link between the role of the Lagrange multiplier and that of the primary queue in achieving the primary rate assurance. Drawing this direct link between the two parameters, we develop a novel forward equilibrium loading algorithm (FELA) for controlling the secondary overlay power. We analyze the properties of FELA in terms of its near optimality in its ability to provide the primary rate assurance as well as in its ability to provide high SU throughput. The FELA algorithm is suitable for deployment in distributed multi-SU environment when the interference level to the primary users is relatively low. To deal with various interference environment, our modified FELA (or MFELA) integrates both FELA and LBT to tackle a wide range of interference conditions. APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 1. where the expectation is taken over channel condition and PU arrival process. Recall the PU queue update equation (14) . Taking the square of both sides, and with some algebra, we have:
Moving Q 2 (t) to the LHS and taking expectation, we have
where B is defined in 18. We note that
We note that the inequality holds because of Lemma 1. Under Lemma 1, full overlay is optimal, which is equivalent to that the PU power will always be P 0 , which is indeed achievable by FELA. Note that this inequality does not hold if LBT is the optimal transmission mode. Then, we have
(t) .
Summing over t = 1, 2, . . . , M:
Taking expectation, we have:
Thus, we have
As M → ∞, the queue stability result holds. Further,
Thus, we have lim inf
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Proof: The Lagrangian function associated to the problem we are seeking to find a solution is:
Approximating the Lagrange multiplier with the ratio Q(t) V , we obtain:
Let us define the Lyapunov function:
The corresponding Lyapunov drift:
From the Lyapunov function and the Lyapunov drift definitions of Eqs. (26) (27) , and the results in [23] , the following relation holds:
Taking the expectation and using the bounds on μ 0 (t), A 0 (t):
From FELA definition and perfect network information knowledge, ∃ > 0:
(t) .
Summing for t = 1, 2, . . . , M:
Moreover, we have:
APPENDIX C PROOF OF LEMMA 1 We denote the SU power at full overlay asp. From the constraint μ 0 = α 0 , we can represent β as a function of p, and substitute it into Eq. (12) . Then, the optimum solution can be found by:
where, , in which the approximation is made by assuming PU receiver is in a high SINR region such that log 2 (1 + pg 10 + P 0 g 0 ) ≈ log 2 (1 + P 0 g 0 ).
The optimum solution needs only to maximize f (p). We need to find a condition where f (p) is an increasing function of p for 0 ≤ p ≤p. As p increases, it will force β to increase as well, eventually reaching β = 1, which is full overlay. The denominator of the first derivative of f (p) with respect to p is positive, and the numerator is: g 1 1 + g 10 P 0 + g 1 p (log 2 (1 + g 0 P 0 ) − log 2 (1 + g 10 p)) + g 10 1 + g 10 p (log 2 (1 + g 10 P 0 + g 1 p)+ − log 2 (1 + g 1 P max )(1 + g 01 P 0 )) ≥ g 1 1 + g 01 P 0 + g 1 p − g 10 log 2 (1 + g 1 P max )(1 + g 01 P 0 ).
The inequality holds under the high SINR assumption. Therefore, a sufficient condition for full overlay, i.e., β(t) = 1, is:
wherep, 0 ≤p ≤ P max , is the maximum overlay power such that β(t) = 1 and μ 0 = α 0 .
